Polarized IR spectra of the hydrogen bond in two different oxindole polymorphs with cyclic dimers in their lattices.
This article focuses on the problem of remarkably strong changes in the fine structure patterns of the ν(N-H) and ν(N-D) bands attributed to the hydrogen and deuterium bonds accompanying the phase transition, which occurs between two polymorphic forms of oxindole. The lattices of these two different crystals contain hydrogen-bonded cyclic dimers differ in their geometry parameters. The source of these differences in the polymorph spectral properties results from the geometry relations concerning the dimers constituting the lattice structural units. In the case of the "alpha" phase, the hydrogen bond lengths of the dimers differ by 0.18 Å. This leads to the "off-resonance exciton coupling" weakly involving the dimer hydrogen bonds. For the "beta" phase, with practically symmetric dimers in the lattice, the spectra become typical for centrosymmetric hydrogen bond systems due to the full resonance of the proton or deuteron vibrations.